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Two Membership Packages: SVH and KROTwo Membership Packages: SVH and KROTwo Membership Packages: SVH and KROTwo Membership Packages: SVH and KRO

Spec Value Hunter: $250/yrSpec Value Hunter: $250/yrSpec Value Hunter: $250/yrSpec Value Hunter: $250/yr KRO: $250/90 daysKRO: $250/90 daysKRO: $250/90 daysKRO: $250/90 days



The Four Core Resource Sector NarrativesThe Four Core Resource Sector NarrativesThe Four Core Resource Sector NarrativesThe Four Core Resource Sector Narratives

Gold Bug strong, Discovery emerging, Commodity stalled, SecurityGold Bug strong, Discovery emerging, Commodity stalled, SecurityGold Bug strong, Discovery emerging, Commodity stalled, SecurityGold Bug strong, Discovery emerging, Commodity stalled, Security of Supply soonof Supply soonof Supply soonof Supply soon

Commodity Commodity Commodity Commodity 

CycleCycleCycleCycle Gold BugGold BugGold BugGold Bug

Security of Security of Security of Security of 

SupplySupplySupplySupply

Discovery Discovery Discovery Discovery 

ExplorationExplorationExplorationExploration



Gold Bug NarrativeGold Bug NarrativeGold Bug NarrativeGold Bug Narrative

• Hijacked by ideological scolds

• Alienating apocalyptic mindset

• Misguided linkage to hyper-inflation & fiat 

currency debasement

• Current price full circle from 1980

• 2.6 billion oz low hanging fruit harvested

• Vulnerable to interest rate normalization, strong 

US dollar, and slow global economic growth



If we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of globIf we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of globIf we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of globIf we assume the value of the gold stock as a percentage of global GDP represents the degree al GDP represents the degree al GDP represents the degree al GDP represents the degree 

of uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should delof uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should delof uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should delof uncertainty about the future, the current 10% rate should deliver $1,500 gold in real price iver $1,500 gold in real price iver $1,500 gold in real price iver $1,500 gold in real price 

terms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level ofterms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level ofterms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level ofterms over the next 4 years. But if you assume the same level of anxiety as in 1980 when gold anxiety as in 1980 when gold anxiety as in 1980 when gold anxiety as in 1980 when gold 

peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3peaked at $850, the equivalent today would be $3,000 plus and $3,500 by 2020. Do we have ,500 by 2020. Do we have ,500 by 2020. Do we have ,500 by 2020. Do we have 

reason to be anxious today?reason to be anxious today?reason to be anxious today?reason to be anxious today?



Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump Imagine Wrecking Ball Trump 

as Presidentas Presidentas Presidentas President

In a world where nothing is In a world where nothing is In a world where nothing is In a world where nothing is 

real what happens to all post real what happens to all post real what happens to all post real what happens to all post 

WWII status quo assumptions?WWII status quo assumptions?WWII status quo assumptions?WWII status quo assumptions?



Security of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply NarrativesSecurity of Supply Narratives

• Geopolitical supply disruptions

• Transportation supply disruptions

• Deposit depletion 

• Policy Demand Drivers 

• Policy Supply Disrupters

• Usage Innovation

• Process Innovation

• Functionality innovation 

• Fashion Trends

This will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capitThis will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capitThis will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capitThis will be the new conceptual frontier for institutional capital!al!al!al!



Major FlashpointsMajor FlashpointsMajor FlashpointsMajor Flashpoints



The greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metaThe greatest likelihood for higher medium term non precious metal prices l prices l prices l prices 

lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife,lies with unpredictable supply disruptions such as civil strife, infrastructure infrastructure infrastructure infrastructure 

failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will failure, resource nationalism, & sanctions. Price uptrends will be metal be metal be metal be metal 

specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on specific and development decisions will focus on ““““safesafesafesafe”””” jurisdictions.jurisdictions.jurisdictions.jurisdictions.

Random segments of the 

cost curve go offline?

Obvious supply 

surplus road-kill



ChinaChinaChinaChina’’’’s Environmental s Environmental s Environmental s Environmental 

AwakeningAwakeningAwakeningAwakening

Environmental Policy as Supply DisrupterEnvironmental Policy as Supply DisrupterEnvironmental Policy as Supply DisrupterEnvironmental Policy as Supply Disrupter



Scandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decadeScandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decadeScandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decadeScandium: annual $20 million to $2 billion growth in next decade????

• Perfect aluminum alloyPerfect aluminum alloyPerfect aluminum alloyPerfect aluminum alloy

• Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable Stronger, corrosion resistant, reliable 
weld joints, 3D printableweld joints, 3D printableweld joints, 3D printableweld joints, 3D printable

• Historically available only as nonHistorically available only as nonHistorically available only as nonHistorically available only as non----
scalable byscalable byscalable byscalable by----product from uranium ISL, product from uranium ISL, product from uranium ISL, product from uranium ISL, 
rare earth mines and titanium dioxide rare earth mines and titanium dioxide rare earth mines and titanium dioxide rare earth mines and titanium dioxide 
waste streamswaste streamswaste streamswaste streams



Scandium International Mining Corp (SCYScandium International Mining Corp (SCYScandium International Mining Corp (SCYScandium International Mining Corp (SCY----T)T)T)T)

The best hedge against the failure of the resource sector recoveThe best hedge against the failure of the resource sector recoveThe best hedge against the failure of the resource sector recoveThe best hedge against the failure of the resource sector recoveryryryry



SCY and CLQ will provide the SCY and CLQ will provide the SCY and CLQ will provide the SCY and CLQ will provide the 

baseload supply for a scandium baseload supply for a scandium baseload supply for a scandium baseload supply for a scandium 

demand explosiondemand explosiondemand explosiondemand explosion



Optionality Plays: bet on higher real gold prices Optionality Plays: bet on higher real gold prices Optionality Plays: bet on higher real gold prices Optionality Plays: bet on higher real gold prices 

by buying juniors with gold projects that will not by buying juniors with gold projects that will not by buying juniors with gold projects that will not by buying juniors with gold projects that will not 

be developed at the current gold price and thus be developed at the current gold price and thus be developed at the current gold price and thus be developed at the current gold price and thus 

are intrinsically worthless though not free.are intrinsically worthless though not free.are intrinsically worthless though not free.are intrinsically worthless though not free.



Discovery Exploration: an alternative to optionality gamblingDiscovery Exploration: an alternative to optionality gamblingDiscovery Exploration: an alternative to optionality gamblingDiscovery Exploration: an alternative to optionality gambling

1)1)1)1) grassroots explorationgrassroots explorationgrassroots explorationgrassroots exploration

2)2)2)2) applying new exploration methodsapplying new exploration methodsapplying new exploration methodsapplying new exploration methods

3)3)3)3) rethinking existing systemsrethinking existing systemsrethinking existing systemsrethinking existing systems

Exploring for deposits Exploring for deposits Exploring for deposits Exploring for deposits 

that are economic at the that are economic at the that are economic at the that are economic at the 

metal prices we have.metal prices we have.metal prices we have.metal prices we have.



Arizona Mining Inc Arizona Mining Inc Arizona Mining Inc Arizona Mining Inc –––– world class discoveryworld class discoveryworld class discoveryworld class discovery

What is that exploration play What is that exploration play What is that exploration play What is that exploration play 

worth and why?worth and why?worth and why?worth and why?

How did Kaiser know the stock would rocket?How did Kaiser know the stock would rocket?How did Kaiser know the stock would rocket?How did Kaiser know the stock would rocket?



Rick Rule: Rick Rule: Rick Rule: Rick Rule: ““““the intrinsic value of an exploration junior is zerothe intrinsic value of an exploration junior is zerothe intrinsic value of an exploration junior is zerothe intrinsic value of an exploration junior is zero””””

John Kaiser: John Kaiser: John Kaiser: John Kaiser: ““““the speculative value of an exploration junior is the the speculative value of an exploration junior is the the speculative value of an exploration junior is the the speculative value of an exploration junior is the 

value of a plausible potential outcome times its uncertaintyvalue of a plausible potential outcome times its uncertaintyvalue of a plausible potential outcome times its uncertaintyvalue of a plausible potential outcome times its uncertainty””””



Annual RevenueAnnual RevenueAnnual RevenueAnnual Revenue

lesslesslessless Operating CostsOperating CostsOperating CostsOperating Costs

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
=             Pre=             Pre=             Pre=             Pre----Tax Cash FlowTax Cash FlowTax Cash FlowTax Cash Flow

lesslesslessless TaxesTaxesTaxesTaxes

____________________________________________________________________________________________________
=              After Tax Cash Flow=              After Tax Cash Flow=              After Tax Cash Flow=              After Tax Cash Flow

Annual Cash FlowAnnual Cash FlowAnnual Cash FlowAnnual Cash Flow
(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)(1 + Discount Rate)nnnn∑

m

n=1

Discounted Cash Flow Valuation Model (DCF)Discounted Cash Flow Valuation Model (DCF)Discounted Cash Flow Valuation Model (DCF)Discounted Cash Flow Valuation Model (DCF)

Minus Capital CostMinus Capital CostMinus Capital CostMinus Capital Cost
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

=           Net Present Value=           Net Present Value=           Net Present Value=           Net Present Value

n = year of cashn = year of cashn = year of cashn = year of cash

m = mine life (years)m = mine life (years)m = mine life (years)m = mine life (years)

Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be Note: if n=0 then the capital cost can be 

included as an initial negative value in the cash included as an initial negative value in the cash included as an initial negative value in the cash included as an initial negative value in the cash 

flow series because anything to the power of 0 flow series because anything to the power of 0 flow series because anything to the power of 0 flow series because anything to the power of 0 

=1. VBA functions start with n=1.=1. VBA functions start with n=1.=1. VBA functions start with n=1.=1. VBA functions start with n=1.



Intrinsic Value vs Speculative ValueIntrinsic Value vs Speculative ValueIntrinsic Value vs Speculative ValueIntrinsic Value vs Speculative Value

Intrinsic Value = Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) applied to a Intrinsic Value = Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) applied to a Intrinsic Value = Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) applied to a Intrinsic Value = Discounted Cash Flow Model (DCF) applied to a minemineminemine

Speculative Value = probability of a potential mine X such a minSpeculative Value = probability of a potential mine X such a minSpeculative Value = probability of a potential mine X such a minSpeculative Value = probability of a potential mine X such a mineeee’’’’s DCF values DCF values DCF values DCF value

Fair Value of a Bet = probability X value of a potential outcomeFair Value of a Bet = probability X value of a potential outcomeFair Value of a Bet = probability X value of a potential outcomeFair Value of a Bet = probability X value of a potential outcome

• After Tax Net Present Value (NPV)After Tax Net Present Value (NPV)After Tax Net Present Value (NPV)After Tax Net Present Value (NPV)

• After Tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR)After Tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR)After Tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR)After Tax Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

• Discount RateDiscount RateDiscount RateDiscount Rate

• Project Net InterestProject Net InterestProject Net InterestProject Net Interest

• Fully Diluted SharesFully Diluted SharesFully Diluted SharesFully Diluted Shares

• Stock PriceStock PriceStock PriceStock Price

The 6 Numbers you need to Gamble on Discovery ExplorationThe 6 Numbers you need to Gamble on Discovery ExplorationThe 6 Numbers you need to Gamble on Discovery ExplorationThe 6 Numbers you need to Gamble on Discovery Exploration

PlusPlusPlusPlus…………



Rational Speculation Model Rational Speculation Model Rational Speculation Model Rational Speculation Model –––– Uncertainty Ladder for Metal ProjectsUncertainty Ladder for Metal ProjectsUncertainty Ladder for Metal ProjectsUncertainty Ladder for Metal Projects

Exploration Cycle StagesExploration Cycle StagesExploration Cycle StagesExploration Cycle Stages

Success ProbabilitySuccess ProbabilitySuccess ProbabilitySuccess Probability Outcome Target Fair Value ChannelsOutcome Target Fair Value ChannelsOutcome Target Fair Value ChannelsOutcome Target Fair Value Channels

($ Millions)($ Millions)($ Millions)($ Millions)

ChanceChanceChanceChance LeverageLeverageLeverageLeverage $100$100$100$100 $500$500$500$500 $2,000$2,000$2,000$2,000

1111 GrassrootsGrassrootsGrassrootsGrassroots 0.50.50.50.5----1%1%1%1% 100100100100----200200200200 <$1<$1<$1<$1 $2.5$2.5$2.5$2.5----5555 $10$10$10$10----20202020

2222 Target DrillingTarget DrillingTarget DrillingTarget Drilling 1111----2.5%2.5%2.5%2.5% 40404040----100100100100 $1$1$1$1----2.52.52.52.5 $5$5$5$5----12.512.512.512.5 $20$20$20$20----50505050

3333 Discovery DelineationDiscovery DelineationDiscovery DelineationDiscovery Delineation 2.52.52.52.5----5%5%5%5% 20202020----40404040 $2.5$2.5$2.5$2.5----5555 $12.5$12.5$12.5$12.5----25252525 $50$50$50$50----100100100100

4444 Infill DrillingInfill DrillingInfill DrillingInfill Drilling 5555----10%10%10%10% 10101010----20202020 $5$5$5$5----10101010 $25$25$25$25----50505050 $100$100$100$100----200200200200

5555 PEA & MetallurgyPEA & MetallurgyPEA & MetallurgyPEA & Metallurgy 10101010----25%25%25%25% 4444----10101010 $10$10$10$10----25252525 $50$50$50$50----125125125125 $200$200$200$200----500500500500

6666 PrefeasibilityPrefeasibilityPrefeasibilityPrefeasibility 25252525----50%50%50%50% 2222----4444 $25$25$25$25----50505050 $125$125$125$125----250250250250 $500$500$500$500----1,0001,0001,0001,000

7777 Permitting, Marketing & Permitting, Marketing & Permitting, Marketing & Permitting, Marketing & 

FeasibilityFeasibilityFeasibilityFeasibility

50505050----75%75%75%75% 1.31.31.31.3----2222 $50$50$50$50----75757575 $250$250$250$250----375375375375 $1,000$1,000$1,000$1,000----1,5001,5001,5001,500

8888 ConstructionConstructionConstructionConstruction 75757575----100%100%100%100% 1111 $75$75$75$75----100100100100 $375$375$375$375----500500500500 $1,500$1,500$1,500$1,500----2,0002,0002,0002,000

9999 ProductionProductionProductionProduction 100%100%100%100% $100$100$100$100 $500$500$500$500 $2,000$2,000$2,000$2,000

Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for eaNote: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for eaNote: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for eaNote: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for each outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the targetch outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the targetch outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the targetch outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the target value by the success chance. ie stage 4 value by the success chance. ie stage 4 value by the success chance. ie stage 4 value by the success chance. ie stage 4 

target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50



Basic Gambling Basic Gambling Basic Gambling Basic Gambling 

Principle = a fair Principle = a fair Principle = a fair Principle = a fair 

bet is one where bet is one where bet is one where bet is one where 

the payout matches the payout matches the payout matches the payout matches 

the odds, a good the odds, a good the odds, a good the odds, a good 

bet is one where bet is one where bet is one where bet is one where 

the payout is less the payout is less the payout is less the payout is less 

than the odds, and than the odds, and than the odds, and than the odds, and 

a good bet, one you a good bet, one you a good bet, one you a good bet, one you 

only find when the only find when the only find when the only find when the 

market is inefficient market is inefficient market is inefficient market is inefficient 

or rigged, is one or rigged, is one or rigged, is one or rigged, is one 

where the payout where the payout where the payout where the payout 

greatly exceeds the greatly exceeds the greatly exceeds the greatly exceeds the 

underlying odds.underlying odds.underlying odds.underlying odds.















Risk Factor adjusted Risk Factor adjusted Risk Factor adjusted Risk Factor adjusted 

Discount Rate: 8.0%Discount Rate: 8.0%Discount Rate: 8.0%Discount Rate: 8.0%

Note: the algorithm is very simple Note: the algorithm is very simple Note: the algorithm is very simple Note: the algorithm is very simple ---- it it it it 

adds the risk weight factors assigned to adds the risk weight factors assigned to adds the risk weight factors assigned to adds the risk weight factors assigned to 

the risk type based on the user choice.the risk type based on the user choice.the risk type based on the user choice.the risk type based on the user choice.



Rules of Thumb for OV:Rules of Thumb for OV:Rules of Thumb for OV:Rules of Thumb for OV:

1)1)1)1) if afterif afterif afterif after----tax NPV less than CapEx, do not buildtax NPV less than CapEx, do not buildtax NPV less than CapEx, do not buildtax NPV less than CapEx, do not build

2)2)2)2) if IRR less than 15% do not buildif IRR less than 15% do not buildif IRR less than 15% do not buildif IRR less than 15% do not build

3)3)3)3) if NPV very large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR 15%if NPV very large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR 15%if NPV very large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR 15%if NPV very large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR 15%----30% , build it30% , build it30% , build it30% , build it

4)4)4)4) if NPV not so large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR greaif NPV not so large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR greaif NPV not so large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR greaif NPV not so large and equal or greater than CapEx and IRR greater than 30%, ter than 30%, ter than 30%, ter than 30%, 

built itbuilt itbuilt itbuilt it







Uravan Minerals Inc (UVNUravan Minerals Inc (UVNUravan Minerals Inc (UVNUravan Minerals Inc (UVN----V: $0.34)V: $0.34)V: $0.34)V: $0.34)

Example of Innovative Exploration MethodExample of Innovative Exploration MethodExample of Innovative Exploration MethodExample of Innovative Exploration Method



Good Speculative ValueGood Speculative ValueGood Speculative ValueGood Speculative Value

Fair Speculative ValueFair Speculative ValueFair Speculative ValueFair Speculative Value

Poor Speculative ValuePoor Speculative ValuePoor Speculative ValuePoor Speculative Value



Who cares what one individual thinks the outcome of a Who cares what one individual thinks the outcome of a Who cares what one individual thinks the outcome of a Who cares what one individual thinks the outcome of a 

project will look like?project will look like?project will look like?project will look like?

What if a crowd of anonymous untrustworthy individuals with a What if a crowd of anonymous untrustworthy individuals with a What if a crowd of anonymous untrustworthy individuals with a What if a crowd of anonymous untrustworthy individuals with a 

conflict of interest and an agenda to manipulate the market and conflict of interest and an agenda to manipulate the market and conflict of interest and an agenda to manipulate the market and conflict of interest and an agenda to manipulate the market and 

the views of their peers shares such as a visualized outcome in the views of their peers shares such as a visualized outcome in the views of their peers shares such as a visualized outcome in the views of their peers shares such as a visualized outcome in a a a a 

public space?public space?public space?public space?

Would it be a chaotic mess, or a convergence on the Would it be a chaotic mess, or a convergence on the Would it be a chaotic mess, or a convergence on the Would it be a chaotic mess, or a convergence on the 

truth in a way that rivals the 43truth in a way that rivals the 43truth in a way that rivals the 43truth in a way that rivals the 43----101 QP101 QP101 QP101 QP’’’’s version long s version long s version long s version long 

before it arrives?before it arrives?before it arrives?before it arrives?

Would you like to be one these players?Would you like to be one these players?Would you like to be one these players?Would you like to be one these players?
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When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend When the market wind blows resource juniors should bend 

like reeds rather than break like trees.like reeds rather than break like trees.like reeds rather than break like trees.like reeds rather than break like trees.


